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Abstract
As robot manipulator applications are conducted in more complex tasks and
unstructured environments, traditional manual programming cannot match the
growing requirements. However, human experts usually know how to operate robot
manipulators to complete tasks, but they do not know how to manually program
the robot for automatically executing tasks.

From a general point of view, a

robot manipulation task is composed of a series of consecutive robot actions and
environment states which we call it a trajectory task. Imitation learning, an emerging
and popular technique of robot behavior programming, is a good way to tackle this
line of work but still needs robotic and machine learning skills. Moreover, the state-ofthe-art methods, such as inverse reinforcement learning methods, curriculum learning
methods, and behavior cloning methods are suffering from expensive data collection,
intensive data labeling, target goal recognition, and sometimes combinations of those
challenges. In order to solve these challenges, we propose a method that can teach
robot manipulators a variety of tasks without too many robotic and machine learning
skills required. Besides the drawbacks of the state-of-the-art methods, there are new
challenges: noisy demonstration data, a limited number of demonstration episodes,
and a low random exploring success rate. To tackle this problem, we disassembled it
into three parts: demonstration episode evaluation, demonstration guided trajectory
generation, and utilizing vision sensors for trajectory generation. These three parts
correspond to chapters 2, 3, and 4 which state the details of each challenge. From

v

the results, our proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art methods and can
be applied to different tasks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

Robot manipulators have already been deeply involved in many applications, such
as the industrial assembly line, cooking, academic study, etc. The applications of
robot manipulators can liberate humans from tedious repetitive work, operate in
hazardous zones, and maintain a reliable operation quality. With the development
of deep learning technology, the application of robot manipulators can be applied to
more complex tasks in unstructured settings, such as wall painting, package sorting,
welding, excavation, sanitation, etc. However, programming a robot to complete a
specific task either needs a programmer to master robot skills and machine learning
skills or needs humans to supervise, as shown in Figure 1.1. As the use of robot
manipulators grows in many applications, a method that does not need people to
master robot skills and machine learning skills is necessary.
In many business fields, since the pandemic, the shortage of human labor is a
common issue. Additionally, the requirement of social distancing makes the demand
for unmanned operation of daily jobs grow rapidly, such as building sanitizing and
taking temperature, etc. Replacing humans from these labor-intensive and hazardous
working conditions with robots became a trend. Specifically, in public building

1

Figure 1.1: Robot manipulation tasks. Motion programming is usually used in
structured environments, such as production lines. Task modeling is usually used
in partially structured environments and needs a motion model to generate robot
action, such as wall painting. The teleoperation of robot manipulators usually needs
a human behind the screen to operate the robot, which usually does not contain selfdriven algorithms and focuses more on better control feedback.
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sanitizing tasks, the robot navigates inside the building and sanitizes the high
contaminate risk regions. These tasks need the robot to operate a trajectory routine
to cover a certain region according to the sanitizing method, which is usually the UV
light and sanitizing spray. The high contaminate risk regions usually contain door
knobs, cabinet handles, chairs, desk surfaces, etc. Certain points within these regions
can be tricky for the robot to reach, and the trajectory of the robot manipulator will
affect the final sanitizing result. Another case is in the construction field. Training
an excavator operator to expertise is expensive. One expert excavator operator can
finish the task fast and economically while rookies will do lousy work. Training an
agent to learn from the expert operator and letting the excavator work automatically
is the future trend.
According to the motion type, we categorize robot manipulation tasks into pick
and place tasks and trajectory tasks, as shown in Figure 1.2. The pick and place task
can be defined as a collection of pick action and place action
Tpnp = {apick , aplace }

(1.1)

where Tpnp is the pick and place task, apick is the pick action, and aplace is the place
action. According to this definition, we propose the definition of trajectory type of
tasks,
Definition 1.1.1. A set of a series of consecutive poses of the robot manipulator is
called one task
T = {(s0 , a0 ), (s1 , a1 ), · · · , (sn , an )}

(1.2)

where the an , n = 1, 2, 3, . . . is the sampled poses from task execution trajectory, and
sn , n = 1, 2, 3, . . . is the keyframe sampled states of the environment. According to
the definition 1.1, the trajectory task is an extension of the pick and place task and
the pick and place task is a special case of the trajectory task.

3

Figure 1.2: Manipulation task types. Pick and place tasks usually contain a pick and
place motion model and train the pick and place location. However, the trajectory
tasks usually cannot be simplified into two steps, such as the welding task.
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To further distinguish the pick and place tasks and trajectory tasks, we call
the tasks, in which the task performance can be affected by the robot manipulator
trajectory, the trajectory tasks. As shown in Figure 1.3a, the agent (robot) can
approach the pick spot and place spot in any trajectory without influencing the final
place result. However, the path of the trajectory task, 1.3b, has a major impact on
the task execution result: the excavation task failed. In this study, we focus on the
discussion of an algorithm that can learn to execute the trajectory tasks.
Recent studies about robot manipulations Lenz et al. (2013), Pinto and Gupta
(2015), Mahler et al. (2016), Laskey et al. (2016), Johns et al. (2016), Mahler et al.
(2017), Mahler et al. (2018), Mahler et al. (2019), Mandlekar et al. (2020), Zeng et al.
(2021), show the potential of the robot manipulator application under unstructured
environments. These studies are focusing on object picking in cluttered Mahler et al.
(2018), Morrison et al. (2018), dynamic environments Song et al. (2020), and pick and
place tasks Zeng et al. (2021). These studies combined deep learning, computer vision,
and robot manipulation techniques to solve practical problems. The solutions are
usually model-based, combining the powerful neural network to fit certain score-based
methods to estimate the pick and place spots. However, the tasks such as spray/UV
light sanitizing, welding, and excavation tasks cannot always be fitted into the pick
and place paradigm. In this study, we introduce a new type of task manipulation
fashion, trajectory tasks. These refer to the tasks in which the trajectory of the robot
manipulator impacts the completion of the task.

1.2

Challenges

According to definition 1.1, the pick and place task is a subset of the trajectory task.
However, the model-based solution for the pick and place task cannot be applied to
the trajectory tasks. The reason is that the number of poses of pick and place tasks
is either one or two, while the number of poses of trajectory tasks is indefinite. The
methods used in these similar studies such as Perumaal and Jawahar (2013),
5

(a) Pick and place task.

(b) Trajectory task.

Figure 1.3: Comparison of pick and place task and trajectory task. The trajectories
(red line and dashed red line) of pick and place task have no influence on the final
execution result. The trajectories (red line and dashed red line) of the trajectory task
have a dramatic impact on the execution result.
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Ho and Ermon (2016), Mahler et al. (2019), Nasiriany et al. (2019), Ding et al. (2020),
Chane-Sane et al. (2021), Eysenbach et al. (2021), and Zeng et al. (2021), covers a
wide span of methods: model based, behavior cloning, inverse reinforcement learning,
and generative method based.
According to the definition 1.1, there are three major issues that hold the
problem back: noisy demonstration data, stacked bottleneck problem, and limited
demonstration episodes.
Noisy demonstration data
Expert demonstrations are usually collected from the human-operated manipulators.
Popular demonstration data collection methods are manually manipulating the robot
manipulators and remote controlling the robot manipulators to complete tasks.
However, the human-operated manipulator may contain unwanted trajectories due
to the operating habits, unfamiliar with the controller, etc. As a result, the expert
trajectory may contain noisy data. These noisy data have many forms, redundant
data (Figure 1.4), detours, and even unstable trajectories. All these issues will make
the bottleneck issue worse.
Stacked Bottleneck Problem
In the stacked bottleneck issue, shown at the top of Figure 1.5, the probability of a
random policy driving the agent from ρ0 to ρn is p = Πi pi under Markov decision
process model. Mathematically, this setup is equivalent to the robot trajectory
manipulation tasks. The success rate exponentially drops to 0 as the step number
goes up, as shown in Figure 1.6, the top right figure with a log scale on y-axis.
Moreover, in reality, the intermediate success probability is much lower than the
generated probability (0.1, 0.2). The bottom figure is an example of a 2D consecutive
chamber path planning task, in which the agent departs from the start spot and find
a way to the end spot. The gap on each wall represents the probability that the agent

7

Figure 1.4: Single task demonstration sampling data, redundant demonstration.
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Figure 1.5: Stacked bottleneck problem. We design a successive gate passing sequence
and randomly generate the gate pass probability on which the agent can only go to
the next states in sequence by passing the current gate. In the top figure, the blue
blocks represent the pose ρn in an expert trajectory. The pn is the probability of
transition from ρn−1 to ρn . The lines represent the transition probability, the thicker
the larger. The bottom figure is a consecutive chamber maze which the agent starts
from the start point and targets to the end position with continuous control. The
gate from each chamber to another is the probability that the agent can proceed to
the next stage, with 15 chambers in the maze, randomly finding the end position
would be impossible.

9

Figure 1.6: Success rate for n steps trajectory task. The upper figure shows the task
success rate along with the number of the trajectory poses: the left is the regular
y-scale,and the right is the log-scale. The lower figures are the success rate (it is
randomly generated and will be much smaller in real case) for each step,which we
assume the previous steps succeed, in both regular and log scale on y-axis.
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goes to the second chamber, the success probability would be smaller than p = Πi pi
since the agent still needs to explore each chamber. This is a common situation for the
robot manipulation tasks, many works such as Nair et al. (2017), Shen et al. (2018),
Morrison et al. (2018), Lillicrap et al. (2019), and Ghasemipour et al. (2019), proposed
model-based tasks and estimating the bottleneck to improve the bottleneck success
probability. However, these methods do not work well on the trajectory tasks and
the reason are explained in the following content. First, the steps of each trajectory
task are indefinite which makes it hard to model as a multi-goal conditioned problem.
Second, some parts of the bottleneck need to be very precise, which, in observation,
is a thinner gate. And this will drag the success probability down.
Low success probability will cause the model to be untrainable without a carefully
engineered reward function. In this dissertation, without losing generality, we assume
we can only get the reward after we reach the end position, which is common in robot
manipulator tasks. This will lead the agent to waste most of the time in finding a
feasible solution, other than training the model. In Figure 1.7, in order to find a
positive reward, the agent needs to try out over 10000 steps. One feasible way to
tackle this issue is to utilize the expert demonstration, bottom figure in Figure 1.5.
There are two directions to reduce the stacked bottleneck issue, one way is to
reduce the walls in the maze(reduce pose number in trajectory) and the other is
to train the agent from chamber to chamber (to segment the trajectory by the
sampled poses and train each segment separately). Existing methods, such as modelbased methods usually do not perform well for the indefinite problems. Behavior
cloning methods are usually data ravenous, and the results are biased. The inverse
reinforcement learning method is hard to learn the reward function for the whole
trajectory. And all these methods cannot deal with the stacked bottleneck issue,
for the reason that all these methods still need success samples to encourage the
model training. Moreover, the model-free paradigm such as Ho and Ermon (2016)
and Nasiriany et al. (2019) have the problem of high variance on the poses estimation

11

Figure 1.7: The agent searches from the left chamber and find a way to the right
chamber. The maze setup is 100 × 800, 5 chambers, and the border width is 5, the
wall thickness is 5, and the gate width is in (10, 20). From top to bottom, steps=100,
steps=500, steps=1000, steps=5000, steps=10000.The bright dots in the chamber are
the visiting position, others are not visited.
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which will cause the lack of precision on the bottleneck estimation. This leads us to
the next major issue.
Compound Error
According to the previous issue, for one specific maze case, both walls and gates are
known and the key is to train an agent that can find the gate on each wall. As the
robot manipulation tasks, it can be treated as a spatial kind of consecutive chamber
maze in which the robot runs on a hyper-chamber and needs to pass a hyper-gate to
another hyper-chamber. However, for the robot trajectory manipulation tasks, each
task setup corresponds to a specific maze, as shown in Figure 1.8. Then our problem
can be substituted into finding a policy that can guide the agent from the most left
chamber to the most right chamber with randomly generated hyper-gates. Since the
reward can only be collected when the task is finally complete, it is hard to guarantee
the precision of the hyper-gates estimation. This will lead the estimation of robot
action to drift away from the demonstration trajectory, we call it off trajectory action
problem. This will cause the model output to have a negligible bias that results in
an unfeasible agent policy. The off trajectory issue is that the generated action from
policy drifts away from the execution trajectory resulting in the task failure.
Moreover, for the robot manipulation tasks, the bottleneck information is
unobservable. The lack of bottleneck observations means that it is hard to evaluate
road points in the trajectory. Nasiriany et al. (2019) proposed a method to evaluate
the subgoals, the author uses the distance between subgoals and goal as the evaluation
baseline to push the agent to the goal position. However, this method performs
well in pushing the agent to the final goal, it is not working well with the stacked
bottleneck problem. Chane-Sane et al. (2021) also proposed a method guiding the
agent approaching the goal position, however, there is still no constraint put on the
subgoals which makes this method fail on the stacked bottleneck tasks. In Ding et al.
(2020), the author proposed an expert relabeling trick to accelerate the

13

Figure 1.8: Off trajectory action issue. The maze setup parameters are the same, 8
chambers, 100×800. The wall positions and pass probability are randomly generated.
This family of mazes can be treated as the same trajectory task with different setups.
Each maze corresponds to one task setup.
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training process which performs very well on the bottleneck setups but left the stacked
bottleneck situation is not yet discussed.

1.3

Dissertation Organization

In order to tackle this problem, we propose a study pipeline that contains four steps,
illustrated in Figure 1.9. First, we collect human-operated demonstrations using
the VR teleoperated robot manipulator to complete the tasks and record all the
environment data using camera and simulation states. Second, we evaluate the
collected data and find the optimal execution trajectory for each demonstration
episode.

Third, we input the collected and evaluated data into our model for

training, and then collect all the explored trajectories. Four, we evaluate the explored
trajectory and put it into the episode buffer, and then evaluate each episode with the
trajectory evaluation process accordingly. Then, the dissertation is divided into four
parts.
In chapter 2, we introduce the concept of the keyframe. The keyframe in one
trajectory task is defined as the frames that can dramatically influence the task
execution result. From the other point of view, the keyframes segment the trajectory
task into several segments and each segment can be treated as a subtask. According
to Shannon information theory, for each coming-in signal, we need at least double the
sampling rate to recover the signal. But taking advantage of the keyframe concept, a
signal can be precisely sampled and keep the data volume minimum. After applying
the keyframe concept, the dimension of the trajectory can be dramatically reduced,
as shown in 2.16. This will benefit the stacked bottleneck issue by reducing the
bottleneck numbers.
In chapter 3, we propose a hierarchical reinforcement learning structure alongside a
generative-adversarial-like keyframe classification structure to tackle those problems.
The hierarchical structure contains a subgoal generation network that generates

15

Figure 1.9: Study pipeline.
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keyframes and a primitive motion network that generates motion according to the
given goal and states. The keyframe classification network guides the action network
in order to keep the action network drift too far away.
In chapter 4, we utilize the variational auto-encoder to encode the image into
latent space. In order to control the encoded information related to our goal, we add
an extra branch that predicts the next states with the action and current states input.
In this chapter, we also propose a goal generation network that can provide the goal
states with providing the first glance of the scene.

17

Chapter 2
Keyframe Identification from
Demonstration Sequence Samples
2.1

Introduction

The stacked bottleneck issue dramatically influences the robot to find a feasible
solution within a tolerable time. Utilizing human demonstration data to train the
agent, which we call teaching the robot, is one way to work this problem out.
However, when talking about the human demonstration, there is one thing that is
non-negligible: the demonstration sampling rate. In the view of signal processing,
in order to recover the real data, higher sampling rate can recover the best signal
according to the mean square error (MSE) metric. However, according to the stacked
bottleneck issue, the more sampled data will create more bottlenecks for the agent
and drive the success rate to zero infinitely.
In Figure 2.1, we set up a maze with three stacked bottlenecks and provide an
expert trajectory colored in green. We set up a simple experiment using this maze,
and uniformly sample the trajectory from 10 to 5000 over the whole trajectory. Then
we drive the agent to move using the sampled trajectory, we have the result in Figure
2.2. In Figure 2.2, it illustrates that most cases are failed (84.3%), and most of them

18

Figure 2.1: Maze with four chambers, 100×800 resolution, three walls, and gate width
are randomly generated between (0.1, 0.2). The green line is the expert trajectory.
This is a continuous control maze.
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Figure 2.2: Compare the success trials for different sampling numbers. Top figure:
uniform sampling; bottom figure: importance sampling. The uniform sampling, when
dropping the sampling rate dramatically, will lose the bottleneck information; the
success cases in the top figure are the lucky draws. When the sampling number goes
up, the success rate goes up. The segment sampling keeps the success rate high.
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concentrate in a low sampling rate region. And the few successful ones are the lucky
sampling rate that just coincidentally sampled actions around the bottleneck region.
Moreover, the expert demonstrations are usually collected from the humanoperated manipulators. Manually manipulating the manipulators to the specific
position and record, direct control of the manipulator to complete the task and
record are the popular ways to collect demonstration data. However, the human
operated manipulator may contain unwanted trajectories due to the operating habits,
unfamiliar with the controller, etc. As a result, the expert trajectory may contain
noisy data. These noisy data have many forms, redundant data (Figure 2.3), detours,
and even unstable trajectories. All these issues will make the bottleneck issue worse.
In order to tackle these problems, in this chapter, we propose a method that
increases the success probability of sampled trajectory. Moreover, we claim that the
importance of each sampled action in the trajectory is not a uniform distribution.
Then we proposed a keyframe identification method that can further reduce the
sampling rate to reduce the stacked bottlenecks. This method not only reduces the
stacked bottlenecks, it can also improve the expert demonstrations.

2.2

Sampling analysis

The stacked bottleneck issue dramatically lowers the multiple steps tasks, as shown
in Figure 1.6. In the top right of Figure 1.6, the success rate drops exponentially
while the bottleneck goes up linearly. Since automatically finding a trajectory is
expensive both in time and energy, the expert demonstration is an economic way to
help the robot to learn the tasks. While, in order to address the trajectory tasks,
by the definition 1.1.1, each sampled action is a bottleneck and this will cause the
training of a feasible policy is intractable. We use the setup in Figure 2.1, to sample
the trajectory from 10 to 2500. As shown in Figure 2.4, the expert demonstration is
timely uniform sampled, the success rate dropped exponentially and when the sample
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Figure 2.3: Single task demonstration sampling data, redundant demonstration.
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Figure 2.4: Success rate over sampled action numbers. The data comes from averaging
over 1000 different four-chamber maze setups. The success rate goes up while the
sample rate goes up.
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comes to 1250 the success rate is barely a half. And there are still more than 2000
samples, which in the view of trajectory tasks, more than 2000 bottlenecks to pass.
In order to deal with this issue, we claim two propositions:
Proposition 1. The importance of each sampled action in trajectory is not a uniform
distribution.
Proposition 2. For one trajectory, T = {(s0 , a0 ), (s1 , a1 ), · · · , (sn , an )}, the actions
sampled in a straight line are redundant.
For proposition 1, we can prove it by randomly removing some parts of the actions
in the trajectory without influencing the agent execution result. For proposition 1,
we can prove it by removing all the actions in a straight line and keep the start and
the end action without influencing the agent execution result.
Consider one specific maze, shown in Figure 2.1, we timely uniformly sampled the
expert trajectory (green trace) from 10 to 5000 samples. The success case is recorded
in the top figure of Figure 2.2.
According to proposition 2.2, we propose a novel trajectory sampling method.
In order to identify the straight line, we calculate the angles among three sampled
actions,
a=

v1 v2
= cos(α), θ = arccos(α),
|v1 ||v2 |

(2.1)

where v1 , v2 are the vectors on the trajectory, a is the cosine value of two vectors, and
α is the angle between v1 and v2 . Then we apply the peak finding algorithm to find
the local maximum α as the sampled actions from the expert trajectory. We define
the sampled trajectory as
Ts = {s1 , s2 , s3 , · · · , sn } .

(2.2)

In order to prove the idea, we use the maze in Figure 2.1 and the provided expert
trajectory demonstration. First, the angles for each action in the trajectory are shown
in Figure 2.5. Second, the sampled actions are kept, and separate the trajectory into
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Figure 2.5: Curve angle of each action in the expert trajectory. The expert trajectory
comes from figure 2.1.
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2n−1 segments. Third, uniformly sample trajectory from segments to compose a new
trajectory. Fourth, test a new trajectory and collect rewards. The result is shown in
the bottom figure of Figure 2.2, x-axis is the sampled numbers [10, 5000], the y-axis
is the success indicator. From the figure, our method can guarantee task completion
even under small sampled actions numbers, 100% vs 15.7%.
Though the local peak angle finding method can eliminate most samples in one
trajectory, it does not mean the peak angles form the optimal trajectory. In order
to find the optimal solution for the specific trajectory, we propose a definition of
keyframe which is the element of the optimal trajectory.
Definition 2.2.1. For one trajectory,
T = {ρ1 , ρ2 , ρ3 , · · · , ρn }
the keyframes are the frames that form the optimal trajectory
To = {k1 , k2 , k3, · · · , kn } .
Figure 2.6 illustrates the keyframe of one trajectory. The keyframes form a
minimal subset of the expert demonstration that can complete the task. The keyframe
identification process is the process that assigns weights for each sample in the
demonstration, Figure 2.7. Since the keyframes can represent the demonstration
trajectories, we discard the samples that have low weight. According to the keyframes
definition, it can accomplish the tasks with minor differences or no difference on the
task compared to the original demonstration. To the best of my knowledge, before this
dissertation, there were no other discussions discussing the expert sampling and action
samples weight distribution. The author of Mandlekar et al. (2020) discussed the suboptimal solution for the grasping task by a fixed-length sub-trajectory generation.
And Ding et al. (2020) utilize the discriminator to train the agent to behave more
like an expert. By relabeling the expert demonstration to overcome the bottleneck
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Figure 2.6: Extracted keyframes. The green rectangles are the samples from the
demonstration, the green circle dots are the keyframes of the demonstration, and the
red dot is the final state of the robot manipulator.
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Figure 2.7: Weight distribution for the demonstration sequence. The upper sequence
is the original uniformly weight distributed sequence. And the lower sequence is the
keyframe weighted sequence.
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issue. This method can help to clean the input data, remove redundant motion from
expert demonstration, and reduce the data amount. This method also benefits the
stacked bottleneck issue by reducing most of the samples in the trajectory.
Keyframes, illustrated in Figure 2.6, are the samples from the minimal subset of
the demonstration samples that can accomplish the task. The keyframe identification
process can be treated as the process that assigns weights for each sample in the
demonstration, Figure 2.7. Since the keyframes can represent the demonstration
trajectories, we discard the samples that have low weight. According to the keyframes
definition, it can accomplish the tasks with minor differences or no difference from
the original demonstration.

2.3

Keyframe Identification Model

Although most of the actions are removed in the trajectory sampling process, the
remaining actions can still push forward. According to the definition of the stacked
bottleneck issue, the success probability can be dramatically improved when the
sampled frames are further reduced. In this section, we propose a reinforcement
learning-based method to find the keyframes of the expert trajectory.

2.3.1

Demonstration Replay

In order to extract the keyframes from the trajectory, a demonstration replay method
is proposed, as shown in Figure 2.8. The idea of demonstration replay is try out the
subset of sampled frames, 2.2, and find the optimal subset as the keyframe set. In
order to describe this procedure, each sampled frame is assigned a chronological ID
numbered from 1 to n, n is the total number of sampled frames in Ts in 2.2. As
shown in Figure 2.9, the frames in the red circles are not keyframes but have a
peak angle around them. This situation is quite normal when it combines the human
demonstration due to the operation habits or other noise. These frames usually result
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Figure 2.8: Demonstration replay.
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Figure 2.9: The redundant expert demonstration. The frames in the red circles are
the frames with angle. These frames are not the keyframes.
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in a longer route for the robot to take, and sometimes will contain setbacks. As a
result, except for the extracted peak angle frames, we uniformly sample more frames
for each segment of the trajectory and put them into the keyframe candidate set.
We define it as
Ts′ = {s′1 , s′2 , · · · , s′n } .

(2.3)

The demonstration replay is applied on the keyframe candidate set Ts′ . We drop
frames from the sampled frames Ts′ , and execute the rest frames to observe the
task execution result. Then we rank all the possible combinations and find out the
best subset as the keyframe set Tk . In the next section 2.3.2, we will introduce the
combination and ranking method.

2.3.2

Keyframe Identification Model

This model runs on the expert trajectory or the successfully explored agent trajectory.
Since we do not consider changing the frames in trajectory, e flatten the demonstration
data into 1-dimensional data and label them in chronological order, as shown in
Figure 2.10. By the definition of the keyframes in 2.2.1, the minimal subset of the
demonstration that can still complete the task, this problem can be transformed
into an one dimension one direction random walk problem. In order to evaluate
the different combinations, we consider the Markov Decision Model (MDP) model to
formulate it into a reinforcement learning problem.
As to the reinforcement learning paradigm, the goal is to maximize the collected
rewards while replaying the selected frames from the demonstration trajectory.
According to the keyframe definition, the goal is to collect a minimal subset of Ts′ that
can complete the task. In order to minimize the sampled frames, we assign a small
negative reward for each frame that the task is not complete, as shown in Figure 2.7,
and the positive reward is collected when the task is done. In this way, while we use
the greedy policy to choose the largest reward subset as the keyframes collection, we
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Figure 2.10: Flatten the demonstration trajectory to 1-dimensional data.

Figure 2.11: Reward distribution
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can remove as much low weight samples as possible because the provided negative
reward will draw the total reward down if the sample is not necessary.
To formulate this problem, we set the ID of each frame as the state s = 1, 2, · · · , ϵ,
where ϵ is the sampled trajectory frame number. This causes our model to be different
from the traditional reinforcement learning models. In the traditional reinforcement
lean ring model, the action set collection would always be the same. However,
according to the problem definition, the action set for each state is different. The
action set, A = Ai , i ∈ [1, ϵ], Ai = [1, 2, · · · , ϵ − i], for each state is changing since
it can only go in one direction and finish at the task completion frame. In this
formulation, we model it as

π(s) = a

(2.4)

where s is the current state, a is the action taken at the state s, and s′ is the state after
s take action a. In another way, a is the steps between s and s′ , and a ∈ [0, ∥ϵ − s∥].
ϵ is the end of the demonstration.
According Bellman equation, the value function for each state can be defined as

Vk+1 (s) = max

X

a

(Rt+1 + γV (St+1 )|St = s, At = a)

(2.5)

And we assign the uniform distribution for the initial policy, then

Vk+1 (s) =

X

p(s′ , r|s, a)[r + γV (s′ )]

(2.6)

The stacked bottleneck issue has a property of precedent dependency, this means
that the success of the current frame counts on the success of the previous frame. In
order to avoid the waste of unnecessary computation, for each frame, we assume the
previous frame is succeeded and this result in the backwardly drop frames, which is
the depth-first search problem. The optimal keyframe set is selected according to the
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maximum collect rewards,
a = arg max
a∈A

X

π(s).

(2.7)

a

The learned value function for the example trace in Figure 2.10 is shown in Figure
2.12. According to the trajectory, we uniformly sampled between 6 peaks wrapped
segments and collected 17 frames as the keyframe candidates. The demonstration
replay output is shown in the bottom of Figure 2.10, the number s0 is the robot start
position, s16 is the end position, and the frameset [s6 , s12 , s13 ] collected the maximum
reward. For this example, we reduced the bottleneck from 17 to 3 which dramatically
reduced the exploring cost.

2.4

Experiments and Results

In this section, two different experiments are performed to prove the idea of peak
angle sampling and to demonstrate the replay method.

2.4.1

Peak angle sampling

In this section, we evaluate the peak angle sampling method through the maze task
and the robot block insertion manipulation task. The peak angle sampling is only
sensitive to the frames with angle, in order to test the effectiveness of this method,
we randomly generated 1000 mazes with 4 chambers, 5 chambers, 6 chambers, 8
chambers, and 10 chambers. The method is evaluated by the average success rate
and average peak frames for each different setup. For the randomly generated maze,
the wall pass probabilities are also randomly generated between [0.01, 0.1]. The result
is shown in Figure 2.13, the top and the middle figure illustrates that the sampled
frame number is dramatically reduced. And the bottom figure proves that our peak
sampling method can guarantee the completeness of the task. And the average peak
frame number is 7.183. More results are shown in Figure 2.14. From Figure 2.14,
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Figure 2.12: Learnt value function and policy. The light green dot is the robot initiate
state, the green dots are the selected action, the red dots are the reached states, and
the orange dot is the final state (end state).
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Figure 2.13: Peak sampling, four-chamber maze. In the top figure, the orange line
is the uniformly sampled from the expert trajectory, and the blue line is the peak
sampled frames of the trajectory. In the middle figure is the percentage of peak
frames overall sampled frames. The bottom is the success indicator of the sampled
peak frames.
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Figure 2.14: Peak sampling, the top left is 5 chambers maze, top right is 6 chambers
maze, bottom left is 8 chambers maze, bottom right is 10 chambers right.
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it can conclude that the peak sampling method is working well on the trajectory
sampling task.
In order to test the method’s application to other tasks, we generated 200 block
insertion episodes and collected trajectory data. The results are shown in Figure 2.15.
From the result, we can safely say the peak sampling method extracts most of the
trajectory information.

2.4.2

Keyframe Identification

The influence of sampling rates
According to the information theory, the more sampled data the better the covered
signal. In order to find out the influence of the sampling rate to the algorithm, we
design a comparison experiment for the block insertion task shown in Figure 2.10.
We compare the peak sampled data and distance uniformly sampled 17 states and
97 states from the trajectory. The value map of the sampled trajectory is shown in
Figure 2.16, and the keyframes are the red dots in the figure. From the result, the
keyframes from 17 states or 97 states stay similar. They both have 3 keyframes, and
the position of the keyframes is close to each other. We can say that the keyframes
of the trajectory are a distribution conditioned on the experiment setup. And the
sampling rate has a minor influence on the keyframes identification result.
Keyframe Identification on Robot Manipulation Tasks
In order to test our keyframe identification method, we generate 200 block insertion
tasks with different setups. After applying the peak sampling and keyframe identification, we randomly choose 6 episodes and visualize the keyframes identification
result in Figure 2.17. Figure 2.18 shows the overall keyframe distribution.
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Figure 2.15: Block insertion task peak sampling.
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Figure 2.16: The influence of expert demonstration sampling rates.
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Figure 2.17: The keyframe sampling result. In this figure, we randomly select
6 episodes as result visualization. The red lines are the expert demonstration
trajectories, and the cyan lines are the keyframe trajectories.

Figure 2.18: Keyframe distribution. The purple squares are the peak sampled frames,
and the yellow squares are the keyframes in that trajectory. The x-axis is the episode,
and Y-axis is the frame ID.
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Chapter 3
Hierarchical Goal Conditioned
Keyframe Guided Trajectory
Generation
3.1

Introduction

Reinforcement learning algorithms enable the autonomous agents to learn to accomplish variety types of tasks. However, the more complex the task the harder for the
algorithms to train without human provided primitives. As to the trajectory tasks,
they can be treated as a combination of bottlenecks according the discussions in
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2. This sequence paradigm makes it hard for the agent to
train and successfully execute the tasks, for the reason of that one bottleneck condition
fail will cause the whole trajectory task to fail. Due to the a reward sparsity, without
reward engineer for the successful bottleneck, the learning of the trajectory task is
nearly impossible for complex tasks. However, humans can learn these complex tasks
very efficiently Smith and Gasser (2005) by segmenting the whole task into separate
subgoals. Humans can learn from teaching demonstrations very easily and extend it
to similar tasks with different setups.
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Recent research about the manipulator learning the operate task with given goals
are focusing on the object goal position reaching problems, such as pushing a puck to
a target position Pinto and Gupta (2015) and Nair et al. (2018), pushing an object
to a target position Nair and Finn (2019), and grasp a box and held it over another
box with certain height Zhu et al. (2021), Schulman et al. (2018). These tasks either
contain only one bottleneck or the bottlenecks are relatively easy to pass. However,
many trajectory tasks contain more than 1 bottleneck, and usually contain over 3
bottlenecks (Chapter 2). And these bottlenecks are quite narrow, which makes it
hard to find a whole success trajectory for the agent to learn from positive rewards.
Moreover, these position reaching methods usually take the object from the start
position to the end position in multiple steps. And multiple steps in the trajectory
tasks mean more execution noise which results in the trembling robot manipulator
actions.
Since the trajectory tasks can be treated as a combination of sequential subgoals to
the final goal, there is one important constraint for the trajectory tasks, the actions
in the trajectory task should keep in the line between every two subgoals. This
constraint differentiates the trajectory tasks from the pick and place tasks. Different
from the long horizon tasks Nair and Finn (2019), Nasiriany et al. (2019), Eysenbach
et al. (2019), these long-horizon tasks usually contain several simple tasks and can be
executed in order. However, the trajectory tasks are already complex tasks containing
several parts. As stated in Chapter 1, clean and quick execution of the trajectory is
important to the trajectory tasks. However, to the best of my knowledge, no matter
the behavior cloning methods, inverse reinforcement learning methods, generative
methods Torabi et al. (2018) or the pure reinforcement learning methods Chane-Sane
et al. (2021), Nair and Finn (2019), Zhu et al. (2021), and Kabir et al. (2020) have the
same issue. These methods always generate actions in multiple steps, and introduce
the trajectory noise.
According to the discussions in previous paragraphs, there are two parts of this
problem that are challenging: hard to find a successful example in the exploration
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process, and hard to eliminate the off-trajectory actions which cause the trembling
robot motion.

In this section, we propose a hierarchical reinforcement learning

framework to deal with these two problems. In this framework, we design a high-level
policy to predict the keyframe of the trajectory, and a goal-conditioned primitive
policy to execute simple low level single step actions. In order to eliminate the off
trajectory actions, we add a keyframe scoring network to reject the off trajectory
actions. Meanwhile, we use a Gaussian distribution to model the score of a keyframe
action, which pushes the actions to the keyframe actions. Since the trajectory tasks
are hard to retrieve a successful episode, we utilize human demonstrations to train
the robot to primitively complete tasks.

3.2

Related works

Developing robots to accomplish tasks has been a well-studied problem, these
methods can be treated as model-based and model-free approaches. The modelbased approaches such as Abdolmaleki et al. (2018b), Zakka et al. (2020), Song
et al. (2020), and Zeng et al. (2021), these methods usually come with a human
introduced primitives and train the actions based on these primitives. However, as
to the trajectory task, the primitives vary in a relatively large range and hard to
generalize to other types of tasks. The model-free methods Haarnoja et al. (2018),
Ho and Ermon (2016), Ding et al. (2020), Zhu et al. (2021), and Nasiriany et al.
(2019), these methods usually take a longer time to train and suffer from the reward
sparsity.
The long horizon and the temporally extended tasks enable the robot to complete
a diverse set of tasks Jayaraman et al. (2018), Finn et al. (2016), Thakar et al. (2018).
These approaches add compositional structure to policies, either from demonstration
Abdolmaleki et al. (2018b), with manually-specified primitives Kabir et al. (2020),
learned temporal abstractions Chane-Sane et al. (2021), or through model-free
reinforcement learning Schulman et al. (2017).
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These works have studied such

hierarchy in grid worlds and simulated control tasks with known reward functions.
Classical planning methods have been successful in solving long-horizon tasks, but
make restrictive assumptions about the state space and reachability between states,
limiting their applicability to complex visual manipulation tasks.
In these methods, the problem of the off trajectory actions and the reward sparsity
of the complex tasks are not solved. In our method, we propose a novel experience
relabeling method and an action evaluation network to deal with these two problems.

3.3

Preliminaries

We formulate our problem setting as a goal-conditioned Markov decision process
(MDP) defined by the tuple M = (S, A, g, P, r, γ), where s ∈ S is the state space,
a ∈ A is the action space, g ∈ S represents the set of goals which is a subset
of possible states, st+1 ∼ P(|st , at ) governs the environment dynamics, r(st , at )
represents the reward at st take action at , and γ is the discount factor.

The

trajectory task, T = {(s0 , a0 ), (s1 , a1 ), · · · , (sn , an )}, where s0 ∼ ρ(·), at ∼ π(·|st , g),
st+1 ∼ P(|st , at ), and (st , at ) is the keyframe sampled states and actions.

We

formulate the keyframe as the distribution conditioned on the observation state
and goal state sg ∼ p(·|st , g), then it can be formulated under MDP framework as
Q
T (τ |g) = ρ(s0 ) t p(st+1 |st , sg , at )p(sg |st , g), sg is the keyframe sampled observation
state.

The keyframe generation policy πθ (st , g) is trained by maximizing the
P
discounted return J(θ) = Eg∼ρg ,τ ∼T (·|g) [ t γ t r(st , sgt , at , g)]. The reward function
r(st , sgt , at , g) = 1[sgt == g], the reward is 1 if the subgoal meet the final goal
and for all others -1.

In order to emphasize the keyframe, we add a keyframe

classifier, Cψ (st , sgt , at , g), into the reinforcement learning loop. For each keyframe
sgt , we add pk = Cψ (st , sgt , at , g), pk ∈ [−1, 1] into reward function, J(θ) =
P
Eg∼ρg ,τ ∼T (·|g) [ t γ t (r(st , sgt , at , g) + Cψ (st , sgt , at , g))]. This encourages the agent to
find the keyframe subgoals other than random subgoals.
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3.4

Methods

In this section, we propose a hierarchical reinforcement learning structure to train
model-free policies to accomplish the trajectory tasks. The overall structure is shown
in Figure 3.1, there are three components in it: keyframe policy π K , primitive policy
π p , and keyframe classifier Cψ . The stochastic primitive policy is pretrained with
soft actor-critic and with hindsight experience replay (HER) method. The primitive
policy runs in an inner loop until the subgoal is reached, and then the classifier takes
all the inputs and outputs the keyframe probability. We use the keyframe probability
as an additional reward and added it to the environment reward feedback. Then we
can update the keyframe policy π K by maximizing the expected discounted return.

3.4.1

Trajectory Distributions

As concluded from Chapter 2, the keyframe of a trajectory is a weighted combination
of action distribution conditioned on the initial state s0 and goal state g
p(τ |s0 , g) =

X

wt p(at , st |s0 , g)

(3.1)

t∼τ

where p(at , st |s0 , g) is the action distribution, shown in Figure 2.18. According to
equation 3.1, the trajectory distribution is only dependent on the initial state s0 and
goal state g. However, this representation does not take the keyframe order into
consideration, the change of the keyframe order will not influence the trajectory
distribution. Moreover, this equation is not friendly to the unknown number of
subgoal generations which is common in reinforcement learning tasks. From the
MDP perspective, the keyframe is only dependent on the previous state st−1 and goal
state g which is naturally encoding the keyframe order into the trajectory. Then, we
formulate the trajectory distribution from 3.1 to
p(τ |s0 , g) =

Y

p(st+1 |st , g, at )p(at |st , g).

t∼τ
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(3.2)

Figure 3.1: Overview of keyframe guided keyframe generation method.
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Then the expected discounted return of the trajectory is
R = Et∼τ [

X

γ t r(st , g, at )].

(3.3)

t

where r(st , g, at ) = 1[st+1 == g]. The randomly initiated policy is not feasible to
provide a success trajectory which results in the same negative reward and nothing
getting trained. The expert demonstrations are introduced to provide a guideline
for the robot to train in the right direction, and the trajectory distribution can be
calculated using the method in Chapter 2.

3.4.2

Keyframe Policy: Keyframe Generation

As discussed in subsection 3.4.1, according to equation 3.1, estimating the keyframe
distribution p(at , st |s0 , g) is challenging.

Moreover, directly generating all the

keyframes for the trajectory conditions on initial state s0 and goal g is hard to
guarantee the success of the task.

The direct generation of the keyframes will

introduce the compounding error and make the policy deviate arbitrarily from the
demonstrations. In order to mitigate the compounding error, we propose to generate
the keyframes following the MDP process that generates keyframe condition on
current state st and goal g. Then the policy can be deduced by maximizing the
following expected discounted reward
X
γ t r(st , sgt , at , g)].
J(θ) = Eg∼ρg ,τ ∼T (·|g) [

(3.4)

t

The trajectory usually contains a narrow bottleneck which makes it hard to access
the goal state by random exploration. So evaluation of the explored states and
action is necessary. As discussed in 3.4.1, the keyframe is a distribution condition
on the current state st and goal g, we add a classification Cψ (st , sgt , at , g) network
to distinguish the keyframe and ordinary states. The trajectory is from the expert
demonstration and keyframes are extracted using the method proposed in Chapter
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2. The classification network takes the current state, generated subgoal, action, and
goal state as input and provides a unique label to indicate whether the sampled frame
is keyframe or not. In order to utilize the keyframe demonstration information in the
reinforcement learning loop, we add the expected keyframe score as regularization
part of the expected discounted return function J(θ)

J(θ) = Eg∼ρg ,τ ∼T (·|g) [

X

γ t r(st , sgt , at , g)] + Esgt ∼πK ,a∼πp [Cψ (st , sgt , at , g)].

(3.5)

t

where Eg∼ρg ,τ ∼T (·|g) [

P

t

γ t r(st , sgt , at , g)] is the expectation of the demonstration score,

g ∼ ρg is the goal distribution, and τ ∼ T (·|g) is the demonstrated trajectory. And
Esgt ∼πK ,a∼πp [Cψ (st , sgt , at , g)] is the expected keyframe score parameterized by ψ, π K
is the keyframe generation policy, π p is the primitive policy which will be discussed
in the following section.
Different from the generative adversarial methods Ho and Ermon (2016), Ding
et al. (2020), the classification method scores the sampled frames rather than
distinguishing them from expert or policy generation. For the classification network,
we use a regression fashion layer rather than an activation layer and label the positive
and negative labels with 1 and -1 respectively. By doing the positive and negative
labels, we penalize the frames that are not the keyframes and encourage the agents to
generate keyframes. The regression layer as the last layer is under the consideration of
the keyframe distribution. The keyframes are extracted using the method in Chapter
2, however, the extracted keyframes are in the keyframe distribution which can not
guarantee the optimal keyframes but is not far away from the optimal keyframes. So,
we use the extracted keyframe as the label baseline, there might be a better keyframe
around it with a score greater than 1 and there might be frames that are far too bad
and the score less than -1. The loss of the classifier is the regular cross-entropy loss,
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and the loss for the expert keyframe imitation is below
LCψ = |Esg ∼K [Cψ (s, sg , a, g)] − Esg ∼πK [Cψ (s, sg , a, g)]|.

(3.6)

Where K is the demonstrated keyframe set and π k is the keyframe generation policy.
By taking this loss, we can connect the demonstrations and the keyframe generation
policy.

3.4.3

Primitive Policy: Goal-Conditioned Actor-Critic

Since the primitive policy is working on the same agent, it shares the same state
space S, action space A and environment dynamics P. Then the formulated finitehorizon, goal conditioned Markov decision process can be defined by tuple Mp =
(S, A, P, gp , rp , γp ), where S, A, P are the same with M and the reward function is
rp (s, a, g), the discount factor is γp . The primitive policy can be formulated into a
regular actor-critic reinforcement learning framework. And the primitive policy can
be fitted by maximizing the expected discounted return
X

γpt rp (st , at , g)]

(3.7)

dπ (τ |g) = ρ0 (s0 )Πt π p (at |st , g)p(st+1 |st , at )

(3.8)

Jξ (π p ) = Egp

ρg ,τp dπp (·|g) [

t

with the trajectory distribution
p

where Jξ (π p ) is the expected discounted reward of the primitive policy, and ξ is to
distinguish with the keyframe generation reward. And π(·|s, g) generates continuous
robot action a conditioned on state s and goal g. The primitive policy is updated
standalone and follows the standard off-policy actor-critic paradigm. There are two
phases of training the primitive policy: pretrain and train along with the whole
model. During the pretrain phase, we take advantage of the hindsight experience
replay technique to accelerate the training process. The action works on the transition
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of tuples (st , at , st+1 , g), and the critic evaluates its action-state value. The update
function is in the following equations with respect to Q-function parameters ϕk+1
1
Qϕk+1 = arg min E(st ,at ,st+1 ,g) D [rt − Qϕ (st , at , g)]2
2

(3.9)

with the target value
rt = r(st , at , g) + γEat+1

π(·|st ,g)

Qϕk (st+1 , at+1 , g).

(3.10)

The policy update by maximizing the discounted reward respect to advantage function
Aπ (s, a, g) = Qπ (s, a, g) − V π (s, g), where V π (s, g) is the value function with respect
to current policy
πθk+1 = arg max E(s,g)∼D,a∼π(·|s,g) [Aπ (s, a, g)].

3.4.4

(3.11)

Implementation Details

The trajectory tasks we deal with are relatively complex tasks compared to the goal
position reach tasks. One critical bottleneck is the change of the observed states, we
randomly sample the robot action and buffer the actions that change the observed
states and train the primitive policy. We train the primitive policy π before the
subgoals generation policy π H . We encourage the policy π to interact with the
environment, and for each episode we set the steps to 10000.

3.5

Experiments and Results

In this section, we first introduce our experimental setup in Section 4.1. Next, we
ablate various design choices of our approach in Section 4.2. We, then, compare our
method to prior work in goal-conditioned reinforcement learning in Section 4.3.
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3.5.1

Experiment Setup

Block insertion: The experiment set an L-shaped red block and an L-shaped gray
hollow block on a black background surface. The task is to put the block into the
hollow block with the robot. The red block is an 8 cm square with a 4 cm square
notch on one corner. And the hollow block is a 9 cm square with a 4.5 square notch
on one corner. The pose and position of the block and the hollow block are randomly
generated and discard the collision situation. As Shown in Figure 3.2.
Excavation task: Since a real excavator is expensive, we simulate the excavator
using a robot platform. At the end effector, we attached a bucket to simulate the
excavator shovel. We put sand in a box that is 6 inches thick to simulate soft soil.
The robot can be controlled using a VR control (HTC Vive). As shown in Figure 3.3.
Tele-operate System: The system setup is shown in Figure 3.3.

3.5.2

Comparison to the state-of-the-art methods

We compare the demonstration based method and the pure reinforcement learning
methods. We tried demonstration based methods behavior cloning, GAIL Ho and
Ermon (2016), GoalGail Ding et al. (2020), and OptionGail. However, all these
methods failed at this task.
As to the simulation task, the state-of-the-art methods perform poorly on the
block insertion task, the results shown in Figure 3.4. Because those algorithms have
a relatively small action length and low random exploration success rate. According
to our observation, the state-of-the-art methods nearly do not find any successful
episodes. As to our method, we use relatively large action steps and get rid of
the non-keyframes, and train the model with positive examples. Combining the
pretrained primitive motion network, the success rate grows much better than without
a pretrained primitive motion network.
In order to distinguish the results of behavior cloning, Gail, GoalGail and
OptionGail, we biased the success rate by 1% to separate their curves. Due to the
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Figure 3.2: Block insertion task.

Figure 3.3: Excavation task.
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Figure 3.4: Task success rate. The blue line stands for the behavior cloning method
minus -0.01 to distinguish with the Gail method success rate.
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thin bottleneck of the simulation task, these methods can hardly find successful
episodes to regress their model which results in the failure of this task. The vibration
in curves are the occasionally successful episodes which could not contribute to the
model significantly compared to the vast amount of the negative episodes.
As to the excavation task, our method beat the state-of-the-art methods, the
result is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The bottleneck of the excavation task is larger
than the simulation task. However, the state-of-the-art still does not perform very
well because there are too many noisy motions during the excavation execution. The
mechanism of keyframe identification works well.
In the excavation task, the state-of-the-art methods perform better than them
in the simulation task. The reason is that, the bottleneck of the excavation task is
relatively larger than it in the simulation task which results in the more successful
episodes are found than the simulation task. However, our method still beats the
state-of-the-art methods. This is because we utilize the keyframe as references and
remove noise actions. The state-of-the-art methods train the model with all the
collected data which results in the biased motion preference and causes low success
rate.
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Figure 3.5: Task success rate. The blue line stands for the behavior cloning method
minus -0.01 to distinguish with the Gail method success rate.
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Chapter 4
Vision Based Trajectory
Generation with Latent Space
Exploration
4.1

Introduction

In chapter 3, we discussed the feasibility of keyframe guided trajectory generation and
the result shows its confidence. However, in practical application, using the actual
objects and target information is challenging. A popular way utilize various kinds of
sensors, such as laser Radar, camera, and RGB-D camera, to perceive the environment
information and transform it into coded information for the cascaded post module
to process Mandlekar et al. (2020), Song et al. (2020), Wang et al. (2021), Siegel
et al. (2020), and Fang et al. (2018), etc. The robot manipulating training algorithms
focus on the reinforcement learning paradigm, and the reinforcement learning usually
performs poorly on the high dimensional inputs. So, a popular way to deal with
image information is to use an encoder-decoder network to reduce the reinforcement
learning network input dimension Abdolmaleki et al. (2018b), Abdolmaleki et al.
(2018a), Bharadhwaj et al. (2021). Then, a conventional algorithm is composed of
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an image depth information encoder and a reinforcement learning framework. In this
section, we also follow this line of the framework.
Although the existing discussions on the image based robot manipulation
algorithm use a similar framework, there is one obvious problem. This method usually
requires a carefully constructed environment, and calibrated sensor and robot hand
coordinate which is expensive both in time and labor. In the calibrated system, the
system can map the environment state to robot action without worrying about the
miss configuration Mandlekar et al. (2020), Bharadhwaj et al. (2021), Mahler and
Goldberg (2017), and Heess et al. (2015). However, not all tasks are completed in a
relatively static environment, a typical robot and camera setup is shown in figure 4.1.
Some tasks need to do a frequent setup and the repeat setup action will introduce
configuration errors, while the position of the target and the robot end-effector is
critical in robot manipulator grasping and other task studies.
Taking advantage of the calibrated system can simplify the robot execution
algorithm, but this usually applies to the assembly line or other tasks that have
a relatively stable environment. However, this is not always true for the reason
that these tasks are a small subset of all tasks that the robot can accomplish such
as Jin et al. (2021). Usually, tasks that need to adaptively fit various scenarios
are either directly operated or teleoperated by experts or partially operated by
experts. As shown in figure 4.1, the detached robot camera system has a variety
kinds of observation paradigms and the frequent setup of these sensors and robots
will introduce the displacement and rotation errors which will further push the
compounding error to higher bounds. In order to tackle this problem, we propose
a robot end-effector position estimation network to match the robot encoder position
and the estimated position.
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Figure 4.1: Robot camera setup.
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Other than the calibration problem, the view angle of the RGB-D sensor is also
critical. The top viewed camera can be relatively easy to maintain the relative position
between the robot and the camera. However, the top view camera will introduce much
more occlusion images which can be a dramatic drawback when performing some task
with small objects. According to the human operation habits, the side view is more
commonly used in daily life. And the side view has a smaller occlusion compared
to the top-view camera. The top view camera usually cannot observe the robot
end-effector, which is useful for some sophisticated tasks. The side view camera can
observe the robot manipulator end-effector and the target at the same time, which
can introduce some fine-tuning while doing tasks. However, the side view camera
brings many benefits, it has a big drawback. For the side view camera, it is harder
to estimate the robot end-effector position and pose. The estimation error is usually
bad enough that the result cannot be used, figure 4.2.
In this chapter, we use a 45-degree downward-facing Realsense D435i camera
as the observer. And we propose an algorithm without an extra sensor calibration
process by aligning the point clouds with the gravity orientation. And we modified the
variational auto-encoder Higgins et al. (2016) to reduce the data dimension in order
to associate the encoded information with our action model. For the sustainable
training, we also propose a goal generation network, which can generate the goal
state by showing the initial state.

4.2

Related Work

Vision based robot manipulation has been developed for decades, Finn et al. (2016),
Finn and Levine (2017),Varley et al. (2015), Torabi et al. (2018), Kaelbling and
Lozano-Perez (2011), and Vecerik et al. (2018). The conventional way of using images
is passing through an encoder and connecting with a set of linear layers to generate
robot actions Nair and Finn (2019), Zhu et al. (2021), Kabir et al. (2019),
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Figure 4.2: Estimate the robot end-effector position with the spatial softmax methods.
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and Hafner et al. (2019). Direct using images alongside an encoder or auto-encoder
usually need a well-designed motion model or limited action domain Bharadhwaj et al.
(2021), Lynch et al. (2019), Kurutach et al. (2018), Seita et al. (2021), Zanchettin and
Rocco (2017), and Mahler and Goldberg (2017). In our problem setting, though the
environment is not structured, the observation field is relatively stable. The output
of the auto-encoder will capture the most common information that shows in the field
of view of cameras and cause the result of Figure 4.2.
The study of the image segmentation, classification, and other techniques show
that the images can process multi-type of information Vaswani et al. (2017), Kostrikov
et al. (2021), Melekhov et al. (2017), and Chen et al. (2021). One way to verify the
effectiveness of the encoded image information is to regress the robot end-effector or
objects’ position with the encoded data. However, the state-of-the-art pose estimation
always contains extra module Kehl et al. (2016), Wang et al. (2019), Sundermeyer
et al. (2019), Zeng et al. (2017), Kehl et al. (2017), and Tekin et al. (2018). These
methods need labeled data and are specifically designed for pose estimation purposes
which cannot help in the robot action generation.
Learning from the vision based demonstrations is to map the image with the target
goal states Song et al. (2020) and Zeng et al. (2021). In our problem setting, we take
one step forward that we learn the goal state from the demonstration collection which
is different from the given goal and goal position reach studies Lenz et al. (2013),
Hester et al. (2017a), Zhang et al. (2021), Kabir et al. (2019), Hester et al. (2017b),
and Levine et al. (2016b).

4.3

Method

As discussed in 4.1, there are a few challenges for vision based trajectory generation.
The calibration problem. For sensor systems, calibration is an inevitable problem.
And for the best observation of the demonstration, we put the camera in front of the
robot and 45 degrees down to the ground, as shown in Figure 4.1. Directly using
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image information to perform reinforcement learning usually results in convergence,
long training time, and high action variance. In this section, we introduce a latent
space exploration for the reinforcement learning model to explore. The last problem
is the limited demonstration problem. With the limited demonstration, we need to
generate a goal for the robot with the given initial state and keep the system training
process sustainable.
As illustrated in figure 4.3, the idea of z-axis alignment is to unify the z direction.
Then the remaining estimated parameters are the z-axis displacement, x, y axes
rotation, and displacements. The rotation parameter θ is the only rotation parameter
that needs to be estimated instead of Eula angle estimation which is 3 DOF. All
the depth observations are transformed into the point cloud representation (inner
camera parameters are pre-calibrated). The SE(3) space has 6-DOF (degree of
freedom), which makes the exhausting method unacceptable. Without the calibrated
exterior parameters, it is hard to regress the robot position using neural networks.
The corresponding information between the robot encoder output and the camera
observation is hard to bind. Fortunately, the camera (Realsense D435i) we used
comes with an IMU, and every robot manipulator has an IMU mounted in the base
module for the mass compensation. To simplify our problem, we can use the inertial
sensors in two devices to align the z-axis with decoupling the z-axis from xy axes,
Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 shows the result after gravity alignment.

4.3.1

Gravity axis alignment

4.3.2

Latent space

The latent space usually contains the dimension reduced information which can be
more accurate and reduce the load of the consecutive model. However, methods
such as PCA, autoencoder, and K-means are the methods that summarize the most
common appeared information which may lose some parts critical to other models.
So in this section, we propose a modified beta-variational autoencoder Higgins et al.
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Figure 4.3: z axis alignment. We align the z-axis of the Realsense with the gravity
orientation, and then the point cloud has the same z-aixs direction as the robot
manipulator.

Figure 4.4: Gravity alignment, excavation task and pick and place task.
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(2016), shown in figure 4.5. In this model, we add an extra module of the state
transform which takes the input of the current latent state, robot state, and action
and then outputs the latent state that corresponds to the state after action execution.
In this way, the output of beta-VAE binds with the robot action which can extract
information that is more related to the tasks. Then we replace the state and goal in
chapter 3 with the latent space state and goal, shown in figure 4.6. The keyframe
identification module will not be changed since its states are numbers and not related
to images.

4.3.3

Goal state generation

The limited number of demonstrations will cause the system to stop while there
is no available demonstration, or over-fit the demonstrations. To keep the system
sustainably running, we proposed a goal state generation model which learns from
the demonstrations. As discussed in 4.3.2, we also use the first frame of each episode
as the initial state and the last frame as the final state to train the goal generation
network in the latent space. The structure of the model is shown in figure 4.7 which
is also a modified beta-VAE model. The generation tryout results are shown in figure
4.8 and figure 4.9.

4.4

Experiments and Results

In this section, we design experiments to verify the ideas in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. We design
a robot end-effector position estimation experiment to prove the method proposed in
4.3.2. And we still use the experiment in chapter 3 to prove the vision method still
works. In the end, we did an ablation study of the influence of the dimension of the
latent space.
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Figure 4.5: Modified Beta-VAE. Different from the conventional auto-encoder, we add
an extra pipeline and latent state action mapping module which maps the current
latent space and action to the corresponding next latent state. The predicted latent
state can also recover the corresponding next ground truth latent space and recovered
image. R represents the robot states, a represents the robot action.

Figure 4.6: Modified keyframe guided trajectory generation model.
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Figure 4.7: Goal state generation model.

Figure 4.8: The loss of goal generation of excavation task.

Figure 4.9: The loss of goal generation of pick and place task.
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4.4.1

Latent space validation: robot end-effector position
estimation

In order to testify the model in 4.3.2, we design the robot end-effector position
estimation experiment using the simulation platform.

We compare the vanilla

network, the spatial softmax method Levine et al. (2016a), and the beta-VAE method
with our method. We use the same aligned point cloud data with color as network
input and output the robot end-effector position. The result is shown in figure 4.10.
According to figure 4.10, the training loss of each method stays similar while the
validate loss goes up and down dramatically. In order to further distinguish the
results of each method, we put the loss into the log axis in the bottom figure of figure
4.10. From the result, we can safely conclude that our method has a better connection
between the encoded images and robot actions.

4.4.2

Application experiments

In this section, we still use the experiments designed in chapter 3. We changed the
input data from engineered features to raw gravity aligned point clouds. The point
cloud is still organized following the image order, but for the pixels whose depth over
a certain threshold will be dragged to 0. The results of the experiments are shown in
Figure 4.11 and figure 4.12. From the results, we can see that our method achieves
the highest success rate which outperforms the state-of-the-art methods in both tasks.
Since we use the same method on different tasks, we can safely say that our method
is fulfilled. Since we use the same method on different tasks, we can safely say that
our method fulfilled the objective we set up in the Introduction chapter.

4.4.3

Ablation study

In order to study the influence of the latent dimension, we perform the experiment
with latent dimensions of 10, 20, 30,40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100. And complete the
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Figure 4.10: Robot end-effector position estimation. The top figure is the loss in
regular Cartesian coordinate. And the bottom figure is in the log axis coordinate.
The bottom figure is to further distinguish the losses.
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Figure 4.11: Pick and place task success rate.
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Figure 4.12: Excavation task success rate.
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experiment on the simulation and excavation with and without the binding model
proposed in 4.3.2. The results are shown in Figure 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, and 4.16, 4.18,
4.19, 4.20. The result shows that the experiment with our proposed binding model
outperforms the experiment using the pure auto-encoder method. And compare along
the dimension axis, considering the outliers and success rate, dimension 30 is a good
choice. Although 80 is also a good choice, we prefer to choose a smaller dimension in
our model. This is because a larger dimension will introduce more uncertainty, which
will cause an increase in the estimation variance.
As to the simulated pick and place task, Figures 4.13, 4.14 4.15, and 4.16 illustrate
that without the binding model the overall success rate is lower than training with
the binding model. As to Figures 4.15 and 4.16, the success rate is stable over the
latent dimension. However, the success rate is dropping as the latent dimension goes
up during the validation process. This illustrates that the larger latent dimension
overfits the training dataset which suppresses the generation process and results in
the success rate drop as the latent dimension grows.
As to the excavation task, the results are shown in Figures 4.17, 4.18, 4.19, and
4.20. From the results, we can safely say the binding model plays a significant role in
the training process which brought up the success rate. From Figures 4.19 and 4.20,
the growing of the latent dimension still brings the overfitting problem. Moreover,
in Figure 4.20, the success rates vibrate over the latent dimension which is not the
same with the pick and place task (Figure 4.16). This is because the excavation task
has larger bottlenecks and goal generation is simpler than the pick and place task
which makes it easier to reach the goal target. Moreover, the data distribution of
the excavation task is simpler than the pick and place task which makes that the
overfitting somehow helps in the task completion.
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Figure 4.13: Latent space dimension study. Train of pick and place task without
binding model.
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Figure 4.14: Latent space dimension study. Validation of pick and place task without
binding model.
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Figure 4.15: Latent space dimension study. Train of pick and place task with binding
model.
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Figure 4.16: Latent space dimension study. Validation of pick and place task with
binding model.
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Figure 4.17: Latent space dimension study. Train of excavation task without binding
model.
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Figure 4.18: Latent space dimension study. Validation of excavation task without
binding model.
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Figure 4.19: Latent space dimension study. Train of excavation task with binding
model.
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Figure 4.20: Latent space dimension study. Validation of excavation task with binding
model.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
In this dissertation, we raise the question of teaching robot manipulators to perform
trajectory tasks without robot experts.

In order to accomplish this objective,

we disassembled this problem into three parts; keyframe identification, trajectory
generation, and latent space trajectory generation. In the keyframe identification
chapter, we evaluate the demonstrated trajectory and identify the keyframes. The
result shows that it can remove over 80% of redundant frames. In the trajectory
generation part, we proposed a model that can generate a trajectory with given
states and goal states. The results illustrate that our method reaches the cutting
edge of teaching trajectory task problems. In the latent space trajectory generation
part, we modeled vision space into latent space to reduce the reinforcement learning
model computation load. The results illustrate that latent space with the robot action
binding outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. All in all, the proposed teaching
robot manipulators to learn trajectory tasks provide a viable method for non-robotic
experts to customize their robots for specific tasks.
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